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STEAMBOAT NATCHEZ JAZZ
DINNER CRUISE

NEW ORLEANS GHOST,
VOODOO & VAMPIRE

WALKING TOUR

NEW ORLEANS FOOD
WALKING TOUR OF THE

FRENCH QUARTER

Experience the dazzle of New Orleans at night
with a romantic dinner cruise aboard the famous
Steamboat Natchez. Journey through time on this
paddle-wheel boat ride along the mighty
Mississippi. Stroll the deck, cozy up with family
and friends and delight in the sparkle of the urban
shoreline at dusk. This excursion includes a
Creole‐inspired dinner and live jazz music. 
Learn More...

Exploring New Orleans in the evening can seem
like an intimidating quest on your own, but this
ghost, voodoo, and vampire walking tour takes
you to the city’s most eerie sites at night in the
safety of a group with a knowledgeable guide.
Stop by top attractions such as the LaLaurie
Mansion and New Orleans Pharmacy Museum,
all while listening to your guide’s detailed
stories of the paranormal and beyond. 
Learn More...

Get more from the city by exploring New Orleans’
food culture with a guide. Stop by some the French
Quarter’s most famous restaurants for some of the
area’s most delicious food. Enjoy tastings that
could include seafood gumbo, Creole brisket, and
beignets. You also learn fun facts from your guide
as you walk along the city streets. 
Learn More...
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NEW ORLEANS 
COOKING CLASS

WHITNEY PLANTATION
TOUR

NEW ORLEANS SWAMP AND
BAYOU BOAT TOUR

Get the full Louisiana dining experience during a
fun and educational New Orleans cooking
demonstration class. Take a seat amongst other
foodies in a converted 19th century molasses
warehouse and get ready to learn and eat! Meet a
lively local chef and learn the fundamentals of
preparing classic Creole dishes such as gumbo,
jambalaya, and pralines. Then dig into delicious
samples complemented by local beer or a
sweet ice tea. Learn More...

Travel back in time to the era of the antebellum
South on a guided afternoon tour from New
Orleans to the Whitney Plantation, a former indigo
and sugar plantation on the River Road now
dedicated to promoting an understanding of
slavery in Louisiana. Learn about the realities of
plantation life through museum exhibits and
recorded narratives as you tour the 18th-century
Spanish Creole main house and historical slave
cabins with a guide. Learn More...

Explore one of Louisiana’s last protected wetlands
on a 2-hour boat tour that includes round-trip
transport from New Orleans. Depart in the
morning or afternoon for Honey Island Swamp, a
wildlife preserve teeming with critters such as
'gators, wild boar, snakes and birds. Ride through
the swamp dripping with lush foliage and visit a
boat-accessible Cajun village with an informative
local guide who sheds light on the area’s
inhabitants. Learn More...
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New Orleans may be notorious for its ghost
stories, but the city is also home to a host of
shocking true crime that's too grisly to make up.
On this adults-only evening tour, roam through
the lively French Quarter with a guide who shares
the gruesome details of crimes ripped straight
from headlines and police reports. From the
beastly LaLaurie and Trunk murders to the
Katrina Cannibal, these tales are not for the faint
of heart. Learn More...
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